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Dear Colleague,

On 19-20 December 2013 the  first  NuPhys  workshop will  be held  at  the Institute  of  Physics,  

London, UK.

In this conference we will discuss the current status and prospectives of the future experiments, 
their performance and physics reach. This conference will  be unique in addressing the synergy 
between the planned experiments  and their  phenomenological  aspects and is  timely as these 
experiments are currently  being  designed.  A dedicated poster  session has been organised for 
December 19. Speakers include leading scientists from the UK, Europe, US, China and Japan: F. 
Feruglio,  E.  Lisi,  Y.  Wang,  M.  Fallot,  P.  Huber,  S.  Soldner-Rembold,  T.  Nakaya,  D.  Wark,  C. 
Backhouse, R. Wilson, T. Katori, A. Bross, A. Blondel, J. Kopp, M. Pallavicini, G. Drexlin, M. Chen, 
F. Simkovic, F. Deppisch, L. Verde, J. Miller and C. Kee.

 

The conference website, including travel details, can be found at 

http://nuphys2013.iopconfs.org 

As co-Chair of the Organising Committee I would like to ask you to display the workshop poster 

and to convey the information about the event to all  interested parties.  Participation by young 

researchers is particularly encouraged.

Best wishes,

                                   Shaped by the past, creating the future
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What are weak 
interactions?
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Credit: 
Andre-
Pierre 
Olivier

?

Gauge group: SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1), with associated gauge 
bosons. Matter: quarks, leptons in 3 generations. Higgs.

electron

The Standard Model of particle physics
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Credit: 
CERN 
postcard
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History of weak 
interactions physics
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The start of weak interaction physics can be taken to be 
the discovery of radioactivity by Becquerel in 1896, 
followed by work by Rutherford, M. and P. Curie and 
others.

?

A. Niepce 
de Saint 
Victor

 A new type of rays have been found: alpha particles and 
beta particles, charged and emitted spontaneously by 
matter in a new type of process.

H. Becquerel

M. Skłodowska Curie P. Curie

E. Rutherford

The beginning of weak interactions
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The subsequent decades were 
focussed on studying 
radioactivity properties and 
the energy emitted in beta 
decays, by Meitner, Hahn, 
Wilson, Chadwick, Ellis, Van 
Baeyer, Bohr and others.

 G. J. Neary, Roy. Phys. Soc. , A175, 71 (1940).

Proposal of “neutrino” put forward by W. Pauli in 1930.
Pauli’s letter collection, CERN
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● The neutron was discovered in 1932 by J. 
Chadwick.

● Fermi, following E. Amaldi, used the name 
“neutrino” (little neutron) to indicate Pauli’s 
particle.

● Soon after, he proposed the Fermi theory of 
beta decay in analogy to electromagnetic 
interactions.

E. Fermi

Paper rejected by Nature as “it contained 
speculations too remote from reality to be 
of interest to the reader”.

E. Fermi, Nuovo Cimento 11, 1 (1934)

The Fermi interaction
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● In the later ’30 and ’40 new particles were 
discovered. The charged and neutral pions, 
the muons (Conversi, Pancini, Piccioni’s 
experiment, work by Rastelli, Rossi et al., by 
Lattes, Muirhead, Occhialini, Powell). 

● It was soon realised that muons decay in 3 
states (J. Steinberger) and that this process 
can be described by a Fermi Universal 
interaction.

● Other particles: KL and KS, Lambda…

A zoo of particles

“Nuclear Interactions of Neutral K-Mesons of Long Lifetime," Nuovo 
Cimento, 6:130 (1957), M. Baldo Ceolin et al; "Anti-Lambda Hyperon," 
Phys. Rev. Lett., 1:179 (1958), M. Baldo Ceolin and D.J. Prowse.

Archivio Conversi

J. Steinberger
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● The theta-tau puzzle led to the realisation that parity is 
not conserved in weak interactions.

● 1956: Theory of P violation (Lee and Yang).

● 1956: M.me Wu’s experiment: P and C                 
violation. Neutrinos come only as left-handed             
differently from all other fermions.

● 1964: CP violation (Cronin and Finch)

● V-A structure and its formulation of current x current 
(Sudarshan, Marshak, Feynman, Gell-mann et al.)

Discrete symmetries and their violation

M.me Wu
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● 1961: SU(2)xU(1) gauge group 
description of weak interactions 
(Glashow)

● 1961: Spontaneous symmetry 
breaking (Goldstone; Nambu, Jona-
Lasinio)

● 1964-1967 Abelian and nonabelian 
Higgs mechanism (Higgs, Brout, 
Englert, Guralnik, Hagen, Kibble)

● 1967: Electroweak theory (Salam, 
Weinberg). Its renormalisability was 
proved by t’Hooft and Veltman.

Gauge theory and the Standard Model
S. Glashow
P. Higgs

A. Salam S. Weinberg
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● 1973 Gargamelle reported 166 
hadronic NC events and 1 e NC 
event from a wide beam from PS.

● ‘70s: NUE (Aachen-Padua) 
experiment. Sparks chamber behind 
Gargamelle to study neutrino 
electron interactions. "Measurement of 
Muon-Neutrino and Antineutrino Scattering off 
Electrons," Phys. Rev. Lett., 41:213-216 (1978), 
H. Faissner,… M. Baldo Ceolin et al.

● 1983: Discovery of the W and Z 
bosons by UA1 and UA2 using the 
CERN proton-antiproton collider (C. 
Rubbia et al.)

Gargamelle 
leptonic NC event

The discovery of NC weak interactions

NUE experiment
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● 1963 Mixing in the quark sector and 
the Cabibbo angle restoring 
universality in weak interactions

● 1962 Maki, Nakagawa, Sakata: 3 
family mixing

● 1970 FCNC and the GIM 
mechanism and the prediction of a 
4th quark

● 1973: CKM matrix (Kobayashi, 
Maskawa)

● 1974: discovery of the c quark

The problem of flavour

N. Cabibbo

Image 
credit: 
S. King
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● 1975 tau lepton discovery

● 1995 Top discovery

● 2000 Tau neutrino 
discovery (DONUT)

● 2012 Higgs discovery

ATLAS 
collaboration

Completing the picture

CMS 
collaboration

t bar event 
structure



● 1989-: Precision measurements of weak interactions and 
properties led by e+e- collider experiments at the Z0 
resonance, LEP at CERN, and SLD, a SLAC.

● 1987-: Hadron colliders, Tevatron at Fermilab and LHC at 
CERN.

They studied the W and Z bosons and gauge self-
interactions, determined with precision the mass of the W 
and top, and carried out precision tests of the SM 
(including K, B and D decays).

15

SLD

Zooming in on the Standard Model: precision observables

LEP Tevatron
LHC
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● The SM is correct at 0th order: the gauge principle, 
the gauge group, the fermionic representations, the 
presence of a scalar.

● SM is accurate at the loop level: theory is 
renormalisable, running of parameters and predictions.

● TeV new physics is strongly constrained.
PDG
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What are the open 
questions? 

What do still need to 
establish about weak 

interactions?
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EW symmetry breaking and the gauge structure 

● The Higgs is the least known component of the SM. Is it 
a fundamental scalar? Why is it light (hierarchy problem)?

● Test the Higgs mechanism: need to reconstruct the 
Higgs potential and observe/study VVH, VVHH, VVVH.

ATLAS 
Collaboration, 
J. Metcalfe, 
EPS-HEP 2021

● Test gauge boson 
interactions
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Conservation laws 

● B and L appear conserved in the SM, at the 
perturbative level. Are they fundamental symmetries?

B and L related to key issues BSM:
- GUT theories;
- origin of neutrino masses;
- generation of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

Their violation induces proton decay and n-nbar 
oscillations. L violation would imply Majorana neutrinos 
and can be tested in neutrino less double beta decay.
"A New Experimental Limit on Neutron-Antineutron Oscillations," 
Zeit.für Physic C, C63:409-416, (1994), M. Baldo Ceolin et al.



Why there are 3 generations is a mystery. Why is there P, 
C and CP violation?

Not surprisingly, there is mixing and it is different in the 
quark and lepton sector.

Why mixing has “special values”? Masses and the mixing 
matrix arises from the diagonalisation of the fermionic 
mass matrix. For instance, for neutrinos:

20

MM = (U †)TmdiagU
† nL = U †⌫L

Theory
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The problem of flavour

Symmetry as well as other (e.g. anarchy) approaches are 
being pursued. A guiding principle is still missing.
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Neutrinos and their 
physics: 

the weak particles 
“per excellence”
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● Muon neutrinos were found in 
1962 by L. Lederman, M. 
Schwartz and J. Steinberger.

An history within: neutrinos in SM and beyond
● Reines and Cowan discovered neutrinos 
in 1956 using inverse beta decay.

F. Reines

Searches were performed for astrophysical neutrinos, 
produced in the Sun, Supernova and in the atmosphere 
(discovered in 1965 by KGF and Reines’ exp).

The Homestake experiment
R. Davis Jr. Kamiokande

M. 
Koshiba



@Silvia Pascoli

Anomalies in astrophysical neutrinos started to emerge.
● First indications of ν oscillations came from solar ν: less 

electron neutrinos were observed than expected.

23

SNO A. McDonald Super-Kamiokande
39m

41
.4

m Outer detector ~  1,900  20cm PMTs
Inner detector ~11,100 50cm PMTs

1,000m under the ground
50,000 tons  Ring imaging Water Cherenkov detector

Super-Kamiokande detector

SK-I started in Apr. 1st, 1996.
SK-IV finished on May 31st, 2018.

6

SK-I SK-III SK-IV
1996

SK-II
Photo coverage 40% 20% 40% 40%

2002 2006 2008

Accident Full reconstruction Replace electronics & DAQ system

2018

Preparation
for SK-Gd

T. Kajita

● Indications of an anomaly in atmospheric neutrinos was 
presented in 1988, subsequently confirmed by MACRO. 
● More muon neutrinos were seen going down than 
coming up from the other side of the Earth.
● Discovery was presented in 1998 by SuperKamiokande.



A flavour neutrino is a superposition of different mass 
states. If their mass is different, then they will evolve in 
time differently and later their combination can 
correspond to a different type of neutrino.

24

⌫1

Light orange
= 

muon 
neutrino

Dark orange
= 

tau neutrino⌫2

⌫1 ⌫1

⌫2 ⌫2

JUNO INO
Will measure the rate 
at which antineutrinos 
of different energies 
created at the 
Yangjiang and Taishan 
nuclear power plants 
(53 kilometres apart) 
switch flavour to 
calculate the 
differences between 
mass states. 

DUNE Hyper-Kamiokande
Will send neutrinos of 
different energies from 
Fermilab to the 
Sanford Underground 
Research Facility in 
South Dakota. 
Physicists will record 
differences in the way 
neutrinos and 
antineutrinos oscillate 
and how this depends 
on their energy. 

Neutrinos and 
antineutrinos will travel 
from the Japan Proton 
Accelerator Research 
Complex (J-Parc) in 
Tokaimura. Particles 
will be of a single 
energy, selected to 
maximize the detection 
of flavour switching 
over the distance from 
J-Parc.

A neutrino (ν), or its antimatter 
counterpart the antineutrino, is 
always produced alongside an 
electron (e) or one of the electron’s 
heavier cousins, the muon (μ) or tau 
(τ) particle — and the presence of 
this partner particle gives the 
neutrino a ‘flavour’.

Unlike electrons, muons and tau 
particles, neutrinos do not have 
definite masses. Instead, every 
neutrino is a mixture — or quantum 
superposition — of three ‘mass 
states’, and those states mix in 
different proportions to make different 
flavours.

Neutrinos are everywhere, 
generated by a variety of 
processes.

Fusion of hydrogen nuclei 
to form helium in the Sun.
 

Supernovae and collisions 
between cosmic rays and 
air particles in Earth’s 
atmosphere.

Particle accelerators 
smashing protons 
into a target and 
fission from the 
radioactive decay of 
elements inside 
nuclear reactors.

A major puzzle is why the Universe is 
filled with matter, rather than antimatter. 
Differences in how neutrinos and 
antineutrinos oscillate between flavours 
as they travel could provide a clue.

Some theories propose a fourth, sterile, neutrino. 
If it exists, it would interact with matter even more 
weakly than the other flavours, and could account 
for the as-yet-undetected dark matter that is 
thought to make up 85% of all the matter in the 
Universe. If neutrinos mysteriously ‘disappear’ at 
a detector, that could be a sign that they have 
switched into sterile neutrinos.

ν
Although physicists know that neutrinos exist in 
three different mass states, which state is the 
lightest and which is the heaviest remains a 
mystery. Knowing that would help scientists to 
decide between rival theories about how the four 
forces of nature unite as a single force at high 
energies, similar to those experienced in the 
moments after the Big Bang.

Physicists know the differences 
between the first and second and 
the first and third mass states. 
They also know that that the 
second mass state is bigger than 
the first. That leaves just two 
possibilities for the hierarchy:

20,000 tonnes of 
‘liquid scintillator’  
lights up when 
neutrinos hit

50,000 tonnes of 
magnetic iron 
plates distinguish 
neutrino from 
antineutrino strikes 

40,000 tonnes of liquid 
argon produces 
electrons and light when 
neutrinos hit

295 km1,300 km

1 megatonne of 
water shows cones 
of light where 
neutrinos hit

Status: Construction begun
Cost: $330 million
Sits under 700 metres of rock.

Status: Funding approved
Cost: $233 million
Will be largest experimental 
basic-science facility in India.

Jiangmen Underground Neutrino 
Observatory (JUNO), China

Status: Planned
Cost: About $800 million
Will be the world’s largest neutrino 
detector — it is 25 times bigger than 
its predecessor, Super-Kamiokande.

Status: Planned
Cost: US$1 billion
Will make highest-energy 
neutrinos of any experiment.

Deep Underground Neutrino 
Experiment  (DUNE), United States

Hyper-Kamiokande, Japan

India-based Neutrino 
Observatory (INO), India

AN UNCONVENTIONAL PARTICLE

NEUTRINO
FACTORIES

WHERE THEY
WILL BE DETECTED

BIG QUESTIONS
What is the mass hierarchy? Why is there so little antimatter? Is there a ‘sterile’ neutrino?

ν

νeνe

As a neutrino travels, each state contributes to 
its mass at a varying rate, causing the neutrino 
to change flavour over time. The frequency of 
the changes depends on the differences 
between the mass states, the neutrino’s 
energy and parameters that govern how the 
states are allowed to mix.

νμνe ντ

Mass states Time

2020 2025

Flavours

? ?NORMAL

1

2

3

3 1 2

31 2

νμ ντ

Will detect neutrinos 
and antineutrinos 
produced by cosmic 
rays from the other side 
of Earth. If the journey 
boosts neutrino 
switching, this implies a 
normal mass hierarchy; 
if antineutrino switching 
speeds up, the inverted 
hierarchy is likely.

Sun

Supernovae

Nuclear fission

INVERTED

A s researchers at CERN, Europe’s particle-physics laboratory 
near Geneva, dream of super-high-energy colliders to explore 
the Higgs boson, their counterparts in other parts of the world 
are pivoting towards a different subatomic entity: the neutrino.  

Neutrinos are more abundant than any particle other than 
photons, yet they interact so weakly with other matter that every 
second, more than 100 billion stream — mainly unnoticed — 
through every square centimetre of Earth. Once thought to be 
massless, they in fact have a minuscule mass and can change type as 
they travel, a bizarre and entirely unexpected feature that physicists 
do not fully understand (see ‘An unconventional particle’). Indeed, 
surprisingly little is known about the neutrino. “These are the most 
ubiquitous matter particles in the Universe that we know of, and 
probably the most mysterious,” says Nigel Lockyer, director of the 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) in Batavia, Illinois.
Four unprecedented experiments look poised to change this. 

Two — one in China and one in India — already have the go-ahead, 
and plans to erect detectors in Japan and the United States are in 
the works (see ‘Where they will be detected’). Buried underground 
to prevent interference from other particles, all four are designed to 
detect many more neutrinos, and to probe the switching process in 
more detail, than any existing experiment.

The results are expected to feed into some of the most 
fundamental questions in cosmology (see ‘Flurry of experiments’). 
Some of the experiments will make their own neutrinos; all will use 
any they can capture from the Sun or from supernova explosions. 
“The age of the neutrino,” Lockyer says, “could go on for a very 
long time.”

Age of the

NEUTRINO

The detectors in China (JUNO) 
and India (INO) are designed 
to untangle the relationship 
between the three mass states, 
with implications for the origins 
of the forces of nature. By 
contrast, DUNE in the United 
States and Hyper-Kamiokande 
in Japan aim to spot differences 
in how neutrinos and 
antineutrinos oscillate between 
flavours. That could solve a 
second cosmological puzzle: 
why the Universe is made up of 
matter rather than antimatter. 
All four detectors will also hunt 
for a hypothesized ‘sterile’ 
neutrino.

Flurry of  
experiments

B Y  E L I Z A B E T H  G I B N E Y
G R A P H I C  B Y  N I G E L  H AW T I N

1 4 8  |  N A T U R E  |  V O L  5 2 4  |  1 3  A U G U S T  2 0 1 5 1 3  A U G U S T  2 0 1 5  |  V O L  5 2 4  |  N A T U R E  |  1 4 9

NEWSIN FOCUS

© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved

@Nature

The first idea of neutrino oscillations was put 
forward by B. Pontecorvo in 1957.
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Searches for nu oscillations 80’-90’: BEBC and NOMAD
NOMAD run in 1995-1998 using the CERN WANF WBB 
beam and a 2.7 tons target with magnetisation. The goal 
was to search for muon to tau neutrino oscillations, for a 
mass in the eV range. It collected ~1000000 CC events.

The bounds remain among the most stringent in the tau 
neutrino sector (the least known). “Limit on ve ---> vT 
Oscillations from the NOMAD Experiment," Phys. Lett., B471:406-410

NOMAD collaboration



NOvA
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Credit: Super-Kamiokande

Super-Kamiokande, 
Future HK

IceCube

KamLAND
SNO

DayaBay, RENO, 
DoubleCHOOZ, 
JUNO

ICARUS DUNE

Studies of nu oscillations >2000
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Current 
knowledge of 
neutrino 
properties:
● 2 mass 
squared 
differences 
● 3 sizable 
mixing angles, 
●  hints of 
CPV?
●  mild 
indications in 
favour of NO

M. C. Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 2007.14792http://www.nu-fit.org/
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What are the open 
questions? 

BSM and Weaker than 
weak interactions
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Evidence beyond the SM
There is experimental/observational evidence that the 
Standard Model is incomplete.

Neutrino 
masses

Dark Matter

Baryon 
asymmetry

@Symmetry magazine

Clowe et al.
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@Silvia Pascoli

Neutrinos give a new perspective on physics BSM.

This information is complementary with the one from 
flavour physics experiments and from colliders.

1. Origin of masses 2. Problem of flavour
Why are neutrinos so much lighter ?�

Neutral vs charged hierarchy ?�

mf$~ λ#Why neutrinos have mass? 
and why are they so much 
lighter than the other fermions?
and why their hierarchy is at 
most mild?

Why leptonic 
mixing is so 
different from 
quark mixing?

30

Neutrinos: Open window on Physics BSM



In the SM, neutrinos do not acquire mass and mix.

31

L = �y⌫L̄ · H̃⌫R + h.c.

If we introduce a right-handed neutrino, then an 
interaction with the Higgs boson emerges.

Dirac Masses

This term is SU(2) invariant and respects lepton number.

mD = y⌫v = V mdiagU
†

y⌫ ⇠
p
2m⌫

vH
⇠ 0.2 eV

200 GeV
⇠ 10�12

- why the coupling is so small???
- why the leptonic mixing angles are large?
- why neutrino masses have at most a mild hierarchy?
- why no Majorana mass term for RH neutrinos? We 

need to impose L as a fundamental symmetry (BSM).

Neutrino masses Beyond SM



�L = �
L ·HL ·H

M
=

�v2H
M

⌫TLC
†⌫L

Majorana Masses

32

In order to have an SU(2) invariant mass term for 
neutrinos, it is necessary to introduce a Dimension 5 
operator (or to allow new scalar fields, e.g. a triplet):

This term breaks lepton number and induces Majorana 
masses and Majorana neutrinos. It can be induced by a 
high energy theory (see-saw mechanism).

Weinberg 
operator, 
PRL 43

H

H
H

H

H

H

H H
Fermion
singlet

Scalar
triplet

Fermion
triplet

Minkowski, Yanagida, Glashow, Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky, Ma, Mohapatra, 
Senjanovic, Magg, Wetterich, Lazarides, Shafi,  Schecter, Valle, Hambye…
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Neutrino masses BSM:  
“vanilla” see saw mechanism type I

m⌫ =
Y 2
⌫ vH
MN

⇠ 1 GeV2

1010GeV
⇠ 0.1 eV

l Introduce a right handed 
neutrino N 
l It couples to the Higgs and 
has a Majorana mass

�
0 mD

mT
D MN

⇥

As a result, neutrinos can have naturally small masses 
and are Majorana particles.

Minkowski; Yanagida; Glashow; Gell-Mann, Ramond, 
Slansky; Mohapatra, Senjanovic

2

Symmetry magazine

Particle 
zoo
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Dark Matter

In the ‘30s, first hints of DM 
were found by F. Zwicky when 
he studies the Coma Cluster.
Galaxy Rotation curves 
indicating that there is a matter 
component outside the visible 
disk. Information from CMB, 
lensing, LSS formation.

Coma Cluster

V. Rubin et al.,  Astrophys. J. 238 (1980)
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WIMP miracle:
weak coupling
weak masses

Right abundance via 
freeze-out

Review of dark matter candidates: from the 
lamppost to a wide landscape

H. Murayama, Granada 
symposium 2019

Direct detection
χ

q

χ

q

Collider searches

q χ

q̄ χ

qχ

q̄χ

Indirect detection

Look up
Anti-matter 
excesses in 
cosmic rays, 

photons from 
centre of galaxy

Look down
Low rate, low 
energy recoil 

events in 
underground 

labs

Look small
Missing energy 

events at 
colliders

Searching for DM non-gravitationally

Friday, 19 July 13

��� ⇠ g4
m2

DM

m4
V

⇠ 10�8 GeV�2
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g ⇠ 0.3,mDM ,mV ⇠ 100 GeV
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Direct detection
χ

q

χ

q

Collider searches

q χ

q̄ χ

qχ

q̄χ

Indirect detection

Look up
Anti-matter 
excesses in 
cosmic rays, 

photons from 
centre of galaxy

Look down
Low rate, low 
energy recoil 

events in 
underground 

labs

Look small
Missing energy 

events at 
colliders

Searching for DM non-gravitationally

Friday, 19 July 13

L. Hsu, ICHEP 2020

So far, no 
direct or 
indirect 
evidence of 
DM 
properties.
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T. Lin, 1904.07915; See FIPs report: 
arXiv:2102.12143.

H. Murayama, Granada symposium 2019

Let’s rethink particle DM:
- interacts gravitationally;
- it is dark (no significant 

charge);
- has only weak 

interactions with the 
SM;

- it needs to cluster (cold 
or warm).



In order to generate it dynamically in the Early Universe, 
the Sakharov’s conditions need to be satisfied:

- B (or L) violation;

- C, CP violation;

- departure from thermal equilibrium.

The Standard Model cannot generate the necessary 
amount of baryon asymmetry: BSM physics, e.g. 
electroweak baryogegesis and leptogenesis.
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X ! `q

X ! `q

X ! q̄q

X ! q̄q

Xc ! q̄q
Xc ! ¯̀̄q

There is evidence of the baryon asymmetry:

⌘B ⌘ nB � nB̄

n�
= (6.18± 0.06)⇥ 10�10

Planck, 1502.01589, AA 594

The baryon asymmetry of the Universe



● At T>M, 
N are in 
equilibrium:

● At T<M, 
N drops out
 of equilibrium:

● A lepton asymmetry can be generated if 

● 

N $ `H

�(N ! `H) 6= �(N ! `cHc)

Leptogenesis

39

T

-M

-T=100 
GeV

N $ `H
N $ `H

N $ `H

N $ `H

N ! `H N ! `cHc

N ! `cHcN ! `cHc
N ! `H

�L
sphalerons�������! �B
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The observation of L violation and of CPV in the lepton sector 
would be a strong indication (even if not a proof) of leptogenesis 
as the origin of the baryon asymmetry.
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T=100 
GeV

●Gravity? 
● GUTs? 
SO(10),  
SU(5)… 

● SUSY? 

● SMEFT 
● SM

T=1014 
GeV

T=1019 
GeV

Neutrino  
masses 
Leptogenesis 

EW baryogenesis 
Dark matter

DM searches, LFV exp

LHC
FCC-hh

Proton 
decay
Hyper-
K

GW
S. King et al., 
PRL 126 
(2021)

New physics scale? Going to high energy
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T=100 
GeV

● UV completion? 

● SM 

HNLs 

sterile  
neutrinos 

FIMPs

It is possible to construct minimal models, e.g. NuSM (3 RH 
neutrinos), or full models with richer phenomenology.

Going low in energy: Dark sectors
4

FIG. 2: Current limits on the dark photon semi-visible decay parameter space with benchmark parameters � = 0.4 m�1 ,
mA0 = 3 m�1 and ↵D = 0.1. On the left panel we place constraints on the ✏ vs mA0 parameter space. On the right panel we
include projections for a BELLE II monophoton search as well as a BABAR displaced track re-analysis. We also color the various
experimental constraints in grey for clarity and to bring attention to our region of parameter space. See text for details on the
various bounds and projections.

from the SLAC E137 experiment [18] assuming up/down-
scattering of �

1,2

with SM particles in the detector. The
yellow shaded bound is a recast of the E137 result ac-
counting for long-lived �

2

particles traveling to and de-
caying inside the detector. The black line represents the
thermal relic abundance of �

1

requiring ⌦
�1h

2 ⇠ 0.12
[48]. For larger values of m

�1 we take into account coan-
nihilation to SM hadronic final states, hence the spikes
in the higher mass region (please see Refs.[32, 33, 49] for
more detailed information).
The red shaded region represents the BABAR monophoton
bound on our parameter space. In this region �

2

is long-
lived and decays outside the detector or maybe short-
lived, but its decay products are below the BABAR thresh-
olds, resembling a monophoton and missing energy signa-
ture. The decay width of �

2

scales with � as �
�2 ⇠ �5.

For our parameter choices the region m
A

0 & 100 MeV
corresponds to large values of �, increasing the proba-
bility that �

2

will decay inside the detector. Hence the
BABAR monophoton limit is weakened in this region, open-
ing up the 2� favored explanation for g

µ

� 2. For clarity
of our results, we represent all the bounds from the left
panel, as the solid grey region in the right panel and
include projections in our region of interest. A particu-
larly striking indication of the semi-visible decay mode
would be a monophoton + displaced track + missing en-
ergy signature which could be uncovered by a future re-
analysis of the BABAR data. This is illustrated as the re-
gion bounded by the green dot-dashed lines and marked
by the green arrows. Interestingly, both the g

µ

� 2 and
thermal relic lines fall within the region projected to be
uncovered by the displaced track search. Finally, the

darker red dashed bound is the projection for the BELLE

II experiment, the arrow indicates the region of param-
eter space BELLE II is expected to cover.

In Fig. 3 we set ✏ as the central value required to ex-
plain the g

µ

� 2 anomaly (i.e. the central red line in
Fig. 2). On the left panel we plot the dark sector cou-
pling ↵

D

as a function of m
A

0 , with m
A

0 = 3 m
�1 and

� = 0.4 m
�1 . The white region indicates the parameter

space available, while the color shaded regions are ex-
cluded by the various experimental contraints as in Fig 2.
For the parameter choices in this discussion, it is interest-
ing to see that the iDM model can simultaneously explain
the DM thermal relic abundance and g

µ

� 2 anomaly for
300 MeV . m

A

0 . 1 GeV. A BABAR displaced re-analysis
would uncover most of this parameter space, up to large
values of ↵

D

where we start reaching perturbativity lim-
its.
On the right panel of Fig. 3 we plot the ratio of mass
splitting � to the DM mass m

�1 as a function of m
�1 ,

with ↵
D

= 0.5. Here the lighter grey region bounded by
the horizontal dotted line at �/m

�1 ⇠ 1 is a kinematic
limit in which m

�1 + m
�2 > m

A

0 i.e. A0 is produced
o↵-shell. The unshaded area corresponds to the param-
eter space available for explaining the g

µ

� 2 anomaly.
Also shown is the relic abundance line corresponding to
a thermal relic �

1

. The projected sensitivity of BELLE

II in the parameter regions of Fig. 3 (with our choices of
parameters) is nearly the same as the BABAR region and
thus we do not include it. We see that for larger mass
splittings and choices of ↵

D

, we are able to explain DM
and g

µ

�2 simultaneously. We also show that part of the
available thermal relic space would be uncovered with a

G. 
Mohlabeng, 
PRD99 
(2019)

Ballett, Boschi, SP, 
1905.00284
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Fig. 8. The 90 % C.L. sensitivity regions for dominant mixings |UeN |2 (top left), |UµN |2 (top
right), and |U⌧N |2 (bottom) are presented combining results for channels with good detection
prospects. The study is performed for Majorana neutrinos (solid) and Dirac neutrinos (dashed),
assuming no background. The region excluded by experimental constraints (brown) is obtained by
combining the results from PS191 [56, 57], peak searches [52, 54, 55], CHARM [59], NuTeV [61],
DELPHI [60], and T2K [73]. The sensitivity for DUNE ND (black) is compared to the predictions
of future experiments, SBN [74] (blue), SHiP [110] (red), and NA62 [106] (green). The shaded
areas corresponds to possible neutrino mass models considered in this article: the simulations of
the ISS (2,2) and ISS (2,3) models where the lightest pseudo-Dirac pair is the neutrino decaying in
the ND (cyan); the ISS (2,3) scenario when the single Majorana state is responsible for a signal
(magenta); the type I seesaw scenario with a neutrino mass starting from 20 meV to 0.2 eV (yellow).

sufficient precision. The neutrino spectrum component coming from the D
s

meson allows
for weaker sensitivity to masses above the neutral kaon mass. We conducted the sensitivity
study for both scenarios, in which either a Majorana or a Dirac neutrino is the decaying
particle.

To appreciate the ND performance, we make a comparison with results of previous ex-
periments, in particular PS191 [56, 57], peak searches [52, 54, 55], CHARM [59], NuTeV [61],
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Figure 4. Upper Limit on |U
l4|2 at 90% CL from the present NA62 analyses and comparison

with the limits using ⇡+ and K+ decays from other experiments.

calculated and presented in figure 4 with a comparison to other analyses of heavy neutrinos
searched performed in ⇡ and K decays.

The new NA62 results improves the existing limits for both |U
µ4|2 and |U

e4|2 in the analyzed
signal regions.
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The dark or hidden sector indicate extensions of the SM 
that are below the electroweak scale. They can involve 

new gauge interactions, scalars and fermions.

SM Hidden  
sector, DM?
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The dark sector 
interacts with SM 

via so-called  
portals:



MiniBooNE found an excess 
of events at low energy. First 
results from MicroBooNE. It is 
unlikely due to SM photons or 
to neutrino oscillations. 
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Possible hints?
3

TABLE I: The expected (unconstrained) number of events for
the 200 < EQE

⌫ < 1250 MeV neutrino energy range from all
of the backgrounds in the ⌫e and ⌫̄e appearance analysis before
using the constraint from the CC ⌫µ events. Also shown are
the constrained background, as well as the expected number of
events corresponding to the LSND best fit oscillation probabil-
ity of 0.26%, assuming oscillations at large �m2. The table
shows the diagonal-element systematic plus statistical uncer-
tainties, which become substantially reduced in the oscillation
fits when correlations between energy bins and between the
electron and muon neutrino events are included. The antineu-
trino numbers are from a previous analysis [3].

Process Neutrino Mode Antineutrino Mode
⌫µ & ⌫̄µ CCQE 73.7 ± 19.3 12.9 ± 4.3

NC ⇡0 501.5 ± 65.4 112.3 ± 11.5
NC � ! N� 172.5 ± 24.1 34.7 ± 5.4

External Events 75.2 ± 10.9 15.3 ± 2.8
Other ⌫µ & ⌫̄µ 89.6 ± 22.9 22.3 ± 3.5

⌫e & ⌫̄e from µ± Decay 425.3 ± 100.2 91.4 ± 27.6
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K± Decay 192.2 ± 41.9 51.2 ± 11.0
⌫e & ⌫̄e from K0

L Decay 54.5 ± 20.5 51.4 ± 18.0
Other ⌫e & ⌫̄e 6.0 ± 3.2 6.7 ± 6.0

Unconstrained Bkgd. 1590.6± 176.9 398.2± 49.7
Constrained Bkgd. 1577.8± 85.2 398.7± 28.6

Total Data 1959 478
Excess 381.2 ± 85.2 79.3 ± 28.6

0.26% (LSND) ⌫µ ! ⌫e 463.1 100.0

ties from nuclear e↵ects, and uncertainties in detector
modeling and reconstruction. A covariance matrix in
bins of EQE

⌫ is constructed by considering the variation
from each source of systematic uncertainty on the ⌫e and
⌫̄e CCQE signal and background, and the ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ

CCQE prediction as a function of EQE
⌫ . This matrix in-

cludes correlations between any of the ⌫e and ⌫̄e CCQE
signal and background and ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ CCQE samples,
and is used in the �

2 calculation of the oscillation fits.

Table I also shows the expected number of events cor-
responding to the LSND best fit oscillation probability
of 0.26%, assuming oscillations at large �m

2. LSND
and MiniBooNE have the same average value of L/E,
but MiniBooNE has a larger range of L/E. Therefore,
the appearance probabilities for LSND and MiniBooNE
should not be exactly the same at lower L/E values.

Fig. 1 shows the E

QE
⌫ distribution for ⌫e CCQE

data and background in neutrino mode for the total
12.84⇥ 1020 POT data. Each bin of reconstructed E

QE
⌫

corresponds to a distribution of “true” generated neu-
trino energies, which can overlap adjacent bins. In neu-
trino mode, a total of 1959 data events pass the ⌫e

CCQE event selection requirements with 200 < E

QE
⌫ <

1250 MeV, compared to a background expectation of
1577.8 ± 39.7(stat.) ± 75.4(syst.) events. The excess is
then 381.2 ± 85.2 events or a 4.5� e↵ect. Note that the
162.0 event excess in the first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data is
approximately 1� lower than the average excess, while
the 219.2 event excess in the second 6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT
data is approximately 1� higher than the average ex-
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FIG. 1: The MiniBooNE neutrino mode EQE
⌫ distributions,

corresponding to the total 12.84 ⇥ 1020 POT data, for ⌫e
CCQE data (points with statistical errors) and background
(histogram with systematic errors). The dashed curve shows
the best fit to the neutrino-mode data assuming two-neutrino
oscillations. The last bin is for the energy interval from 1500-
3000 MeV.

cess. Fig. 2 shows the excess events in neutrino mode
from the first 6.46 ⇥ 1020 POT data and the second
6.38 ⇥ 1020 POT data (top plot). Combining the Mini-
BooNE neutrino and antineutrino data, there are a to-
tal of 2437 events in the 200 < E

QE
⌫ < 1250 MeV en-

ergy region, compared to a background expectation of
1976.5±44.5(stat.)±88.5(syst.) events. This corresponds
to a total ⌫e plus ⌫̄e CCQE excess of 460.5± 99.0 events
with respect to expectation or a 4.7� excess. Fig. 2
(bottom plot) shows the total event excesses as a func-
tion of E

QE
⌫ in both neutrino mode and antineutrino

mode. The dashed curves show the two-neutrino oscilla-
tion predictions at the best-fit point (�m

2 = 0.041 eV2,
sin2 2✓ = 0.92), as well as at a point within 1� of the
best-fit point (�m

2 = 0.4 eV2, sin2 2✓ = 0.01).

A two-neutrino model is assumed for the MiniBooNE
oscillation fits in order to compare with the LSND data.
However, the appearance neutrino experiments appear
to be incompatible with the disappearance neutrino ex-
periments in a 3+1 model [10, 12], and other models
[15–19] may provide better fits to the data. The oscil-
lation parameters are extracted from a combined fit of
the observed E

QE
⌫ event distributions for muonlike and

electronlike events using the full covariance matrix de-
scribed previously in the full energy range 200 < E

QE
⌫ <

3000 MeV. The fit assumes the same oscillation proba-
bility for both the right-sign ⌫e and wrong-sign ⌫̄e, and
no ⌫µ, ⌫̄µ, ⌫e, or ⌫̄e disappearance. Using a likelihood-
ratio technique [3], the confidence level values for the
fitting statistic, ��

2 = �

2(point) � �

2(best), as a func-
tion of oscillation parameters, �m

2 and sin2 2✓, is de-
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There is a longstanding 
discrepancy between the 
measured value of    and 
the theoretical prediction, 
at 3.8 sigma.

Revisiting the Dark Photon Explanation of the Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment

Gopolang Mohlabeng⇤

Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973, USA

A massive U(1)0 gauge boson known as a “dark photon” or A0, has long been proposed as a
potential explanation for the discrepancy observed between the experimental measurement and the-
oretical determination of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (gµ � 2) anomaly. Recently,
experimental results have excluded this possibility for a dark photon exhibiting exclusively visible or
invisible decays. In this work, we revisit this idea and consider a model where A0 couples inelastically
to dark matter and an excited dark sector state, leading to a more exotic decay topology we refer
to as a semi-visible decay. We show that for large mass splittings between the dark sector states
this decay mode is enhanced, weakening the previous invisibly decaying dark photon bounds. As a
consequence, A0 resolves the gµ�2 anomaly in a region of parameter space the thermal dark matter
component of the Universe is readily explained. Interestingly, it is possible that the semi-visible
events we discuss may have been vetoed by experiments searching for invisible dark photon decays.
A re-analysis of the data and future searches may be crucial in uncovering this exotic decay mode
or closing the window on the dark photon explanation of the gµ � 2 anomaly.

INTRODUCTION

The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon a
µ

⌘
(g

µ

�2)/2 remains to this day one of the few outstanding
problems in particle physics. A di↵erence between theory
and experiment of

�a
µ

⌘ aexp
µ

� ath
µ

= (274 ± 73) ⇥ 10�11, (1)

has resulted in a ⇠ 3.7� discrepancy [1, 2] which is
yet to be understood. While impressive agreement has
existed between the Standard Model (SM) prediction
and measurements on the electron’s anomalous magnetic
moment a

e

[3], a recent improvement in the determina-
tion of the fine structure constant ↵ from atomic Cesium
measurements [4] has pushed the discrepancy in �a

e

from ⇠ 1.7� to ⇠ 2.4� with opposite sign to that of the
muon [5–7] 1.

Crucially, in the case of the muon, important progress
from both experiment and theory lies in the near future.
The upcoming Fermilab E989 [11] and J-PARC E34 [12]
experiments will attempt to lower the uncertainty of the
BNL E821 result by a factor of ⇠4. In parallel, progress
on the SM theory side is expected to lower the corre-
sponding theoretical uncertainties [13–15]. Finally, it is
now well known that leptonic moments can be exquisite
probes of beyond the SM (BSM) physics [16]. In this
Letter, we revisit the “dark photon” - a light U(1) vec-
tor boson explanation of the g

µ

� 2 anomaly [8, 9] and

⇤
email:gmohlabeng@bnl.gov

1
We note here that the contribution of the dark photon to lep-

ton magnetic moments is positive [8, 9]. Therefore it cannot

simultaneously explain the negative ge � 2 and positive gµ � 2

anomalies outlined above. For a possible model which allows an

explanation for both anomalies we refer the reader to Ref. [10]

outline a way to test it in the near future. Dark pho-
ton phenomenology has been studied quite extensively in
the literature and constraints from various experimental
programs have been placed on its mass and coupling (✏)
to the SM. Searches for dark photons that can explain
g
µ

� 2 have looked for resonant production and decay of
these. Therefore, one must make an assumption on the
decay modes;

• Visible decays: There has been tremendous inter-
est over the last decade, and two kinds of searches
have been pursued. The first possibility to be stud-
ied was visible decays of the new U(1) boson into
SM leptons. This possibility has been decisively ex-
cluded in the recent past by a host of experiments
[17–22]. The last window for a dark photon expla-
nation was closed by the NA48 experiment via rare
⌘ ! �A0 decays [21].

• Invisible decays: The dark photon could instead de-
cay into invisible states, such as Dark Matter (DM).
Such a possibility is particularly intriguing, as these
models can readily explain the DM’s observed relic
abundance through freeze-out [23, 24]. Here, typ-
ical searches for the dark photon look for missing
energy or missing mass. The last window for a dark
photon explanation to g

µ

� 2 was closed in 2017 by
the NA64 [25], and BABAR [26] experiments.

Here we examine a third possibility, namely the scenario
where there exist dark sector states charged under some
dark symmetry. If the symmetry is spontaneously bro-
ken, these states could have both dark symmetry preserv-
ing and breaking mass terms. In the limit that the sym-
metry breaking mass term is smaller than the preserving
term, the dark sector states could exhibit o↵-diagonal in-
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Low Energy Anomalies with Dark Sector HNLs
A. Abdullahi, M. Hostert, S. Pascoli

Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology (IPPP), Durham University

Abstract

We propose an anomaly-free model of neutrino masses
that simultaneously explains the MiniBooNe low-
energy excess, the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon, �aµ, and the excess of K0

L æ fi0‹‹̄ de-
cays observed at KOTO. We also show that the model
is compatible with the electron-like excesses reported
by experiments PS-191 and E816. Furthermore, we
find that the model is in agreement with the number
of events seen in the mono-photon searches at BaBar.

Model
We introduce a hidden gauge symmetry, U(1)X,
broken by the VEV of a scalar � and mediated by
the dark photon Xµ. In addition to the SM, there are
three generations of sterile neutrinos, Ni=(1,2,3), and a
pair of vector-like fermions, ‹DL

and ‹DR
, which are

charged under the new force.

SU(2) U(1)Y U(1)X

Ni 1 0 0
‹DL

1 0 QX

‹DR
1 0 QX

� 1 0 QX

Our hidden sector couples to the SM through portal
couplings.

Neutrino Portal Mixing between the hidden
sector neutrinos and the active states occurs through
the terms

L ∏ (L Á

H)Y Nc + NYN‹c
D� , (1)

allowing for oscillation between light and heavy mass
eigenstates.

Vector Portal Mixing between SM hypercharge and
dark photon leads to the new gauge boson Z Õ,

L ∏ ≠sin ‰

2 Xµ‹B
µ‹ . (2)

Higgs Portal Mixing between the SM Higgs and our
dark scalar is also permissible through the term,

L ∏ ≠⁄�H |H|2 |�|2 . (3)

MiniBooNe Low-Energy Excess

Figure 1:Incoherent upscattering through Z Õ, possible signal at
MiniBooNe.

We explain the excess of low-energy electron-like
events at MiniBooNe [1] with active neutrinos upscat-
tering incoherently (coherently) o� nucleons (nuclei)
to new heavier states, ‹h, which decay within cm to
lighter, long-lived states ‹hÕ through emission of a Z Õ,
which further decays to e+e≠ pairs. If these pairs
have small angular separation, or are highly asymmet-
ric in energy, they may constitute a signal. We take
mZ Õ = 1.25 GeV in the plots below.

Figure 2:Model prediction for ‹µ upscattering to ‹6 æ ‹4e+e≠

(pink) and ‹5 æ ‹4e+e≠ (blue).

Anomalous Muon (g ≠ 2)µ

Figure 3:Z Õ contribution to muon magnetic moment.

It is widely accepted that the dark photon explanation
to �aµ is ruled out by searches for visibly decaying
dark photons in Z Õ æ l+l≠, and by searches for invis-
ibly decaying dark photons in e+e≠ æ “Z Õ. The con-
straints posed by the above searches are significantly
weakened in the scenario of a semi-visibly decaying Z Õ,
as in our model. By keeping the branching ratio to in-
visibles (i.e. to long-lived states, ‹hÕ) small, we can
escape these bounds.

KOTO Anomaly
The KOTO experiment which searches for the rare SM
decay K0

L æ fi0‹‹̄ has reported 3 (+ 1 background)
events giving a branching ratio roughly 70 times the
SM rate [2]. We explain this excess with K0

L æ fi0„,
where „ decays invisibly - „ æ ‹hÕ‹hÕ.

Figure 4:„ production and subsequent decay at KOTO.

PS-191/E816 Excess

An explanation of the excess of e-like events at PS-191
[3] and E816 [4] requires a heavy neutrino produced
in upscattering from ‹µ and decaying within mm to a
lighter state and an e+e≠ pair. In our spectrum, this
is achieved by a third heavier neutrino ‹H æ ‹he+e≠,
with a mass that could range from 160 MeV and 400
MeV.

Mono-photon Searches @ BaBar

Figure 5:Model signature mimicking mono-photon event

Our model predicts signatures that could imitate
mono-photon production at BaBar [5]. We have heavy
neutrinos produced in e+e≠ collisions via a Z Õ, where
one of the heavy neutrinos is long-lived and escapes
the detector, and the other decays in the ECAL to a
lighter state and e+e≠ pair which are mis-identified as
a single photon.

Figure 6:BaBar monophoton data at high missing mass M 2
miss =

s ≠ 2Eú
“

Ô
s.
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dark neutrinos, contained in the vector ˆN . In this way,
our neutral lepton sector is composed of SM active neu-
trinos, vector-like dark neutrinos, as well as LH sterile
neutrinos.

The dark gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken by
the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a complex scalar,
�, which is a singlet under all SM symmetries. The full
Lagrangian is given as

L � LSM � 1

4

Xµ⌫Xµ⌫ � sin �

2

Xµ⌫Bµ⌫ (1)

+ (Dµ�)

†
(Dµ

�) � V (�) � ��H |H|2 |�|2

+ ⌫̂N i/@̂⌫N + ⌫̂Di /DX ⌫̂D �

(L eH)Y ⌫̂c

N + ⌫̂NYL⌫̂c
DL

�

+ ⌫̂NYR⌫̂DR�

⇤
+

1

2

⌫̂NMN ⌫̂c
N + ⌫̂DLMX ⌫̂DR + h.c.

#
,

⌫D check 1/2 factors where we write the kinetic mixing
and scalar mixing portal couplings explicitly and write
/DX =

/@ � igX /X check convention. The Majorana mass
matrix (MN )n⇥n is arbitrary, and the Yukawa matrices
are given by Y3⇥n and (YL(R))n⇥d/2. The scalars � and
H acquire VEVs, v' ' O(500) MeV and vH ' 246 GeV,
respectively. After the electroweak and dark symmetries
are spontaneously broken, the mostly-active light neutri-
nos acquire masses, which are small provided ||Y || ⌧ 1.
With ⌫̂f ⌘

�
⌫̂c

↵ ⌫̂c
N ⌫̂c

DL
⌫̂DR

�T , the mass matrix reads

L⌫�mass

=

1

2

⌫̂c
f

0

BB@

0 MD 0 0

MT
D MN ⇤L ⇤R

0 ⇤

T
L 0 MX

0 ⇤

T
R MT

X 0

1

CCA ⌫̂f + h.c. , (2)

check the Twhere MD = Y vH/
p

2 and ⇤L,R =

YL,R v�/
p

2. At tree-level, a contribution to light neu-
trino masses proportional to MX appears, analogous to
the standard inverse seesaw. In addition, radiative cor-
rections can be large and provide both a correction to
MX as well as a finite and independent contribution to
neutrino masses proportional to MN . These corrections
arise from SM and, more importantly, light dark sector
bosons exchange [10]. Note that neutrinos remain mas-
sive at tree level if MX ! 0 and MN 6= 0, or if MX 6= 0

and MN ! 0. This fact can be explored to invoke can-
cellations between tree- and loop-level contributions. If
a hierarchy exists between MN and MX , then a seesaw
is happens in the heavy neutrino sector. Two interesting
limits arise. If ⇤, MN ⌧ MX , then our spectrum con-
tains mostly-sterile state at intermediate scales, with a
series of pseudo-Dirac, mostly-dark fermions at the high
heavy? scale MX . On the other hand, if ⇤, MX ⌧ MN ,
then mostly-dark fermions will lie at an intermediate
scale and mostly-sterile states at high heavy? scales MN .

The massive dark vector, scalar, and HNLs only couple
to the SM via portal operators, and mix with the neutral

states in the SM. After symmetry breaking, we diago-
nalise the CP-even scalars to find a light scalar '0, and a
heavy SM-like Higgs h0, with '0 �H scalar mixing given
by ✓ ' (��H/2�H) ⇥ (v'/vH), where �H is the quar-
tic coupling of the Higgs. All portal couplings, �, ��H ,
are kept small and we neglect terms of order �2 and ✓2.
With the usual diagonalization of kinetic terms, followed
by three rotations of the neutral gauge boson basis, we
find a light Z 0 vector boson with mZ0 ⇡ gXv' that cou-
ples to the SM electromagnetic (EM) and neutral current
(NC), as well as to the dark sector current (Jµ

D) as

L � �Z 0
µ

✓
e" Jµ

EM +

g

2cW

m2
Z0

m2
Z

� Jµ
NC + gX Jµ

D

◆
, (3)

where " ⌘ cW �check NC coupling. The Z 0 coupling to
NC as well as the Zµ coupling to the dark current (pro-
portional to gXsW �) can be safely neglected. Note that
the photon does not couple to the dark fermions.

Low Energy Anomalies – Our aim is to provide an
explanation of several low energy anomalies, and keep-
ing light neutrino masses compatible with experimental
constraints. For concreteness, we allow mixing with only
muon neutrinos, ⌫µ, and use n = 3 sterile flavors, and
d = 1 vector-like dark fermions. We provide three bench-
mark points (BPs) that realize our proposal in Table I.
As we will see, all points provide an explanation of the
MiniBooNE and �aµ anomalies, with BP-B also explain-
ing PS-191 and E816, and BP-C explaining all the above
as well as KOTO.invert, 78 always heavier, define Uij

Let us comment on generic features of our solution?
bit strong. Firstly, N4 is long-lived as its decays are sup-
pressed by small U4i neutrino mixing parameters, while
Ni, with i = 5, 6, are much shorter-lived with dominant
B(N6,5 ! N5(4)e

+e�). As we will see, N5 will typically
decay with c⌧0

5 . 5 cm, leading to displaced e+e� ver-
tices, while N6 will decay more promptly, c⌧0

6 . 1 mm.
Secondly, N4 states are mostly in a sterile direction
and are, therefore, more weakly coupled to the Z 0 than
N5,6. In this way, B(Z 0 ! N4N{4,5,6}) ⌧ B(Z 0 !
N{5,6}N{5,6}). Finally, the scalar is always heavier than
N6, kinematically forbidding fast Ni ! ⌫'0 decays.

�aµ and BaBar – A discrepancy between the most pre-
cise �aµ measurement performed by the Muon (g � 2)

collaboration [5] and existing theoretical calculations [11–
15] (for the latest consensus in this field, see Ref. [16])
stands at more than 3.7� 1. In view of the current efforts
to measure this quantity four times more precisely at
Fermilab [20], it is timely to reconsider the dark photon
contribution to �aµ. The minimal dark photon explana-
tion is excluded by collider and beam dump searches for

1 Recent lattice calculations [17] predict values closer to the ex-
periment. However, this has been pointed out to lead to incon-
sistency with e+e� ! hadrons data [18, 19].

There are additional anomalies: XENON results, Beryllium 
(Atomki) anomaly, “Babar mono photon excess”. Light 
dark photons could provide an explanation.
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First results from MicroBooNE. It is unlikely the 
MiniBooNE LEE is due to SM photons and to neutrino 
oscillations due to sterile neutrinos.
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⌫µ
<latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit>

⌫µ
<latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QYcidImW4+yqkZ5e6Szbs670N70=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RTCJklzA76U2GzMwu8xCWkJNf4FW/wJt49Uv8AP/DSbIHk1jQUFR1090VZ5xp4/vfXmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61dWoVhRZNeaoeY6KBMwktwwyHx0wBETGHTjy6nfqdJ1CapfLB5BlEggwkSxglxkmdUNpeKGyvWvPr/gx4lQQFqaECzV71J+yn1AqQhnKidTfwMxONiTKMcphUQqshI3REBtB1VBIBOhrPzp3gM6f0cZIqV9Lgmfp3YkyE1rmIXacgZqiXvan4n9e1JrmOxkxm1oCk80WJ5dikePo77jMF1PDcEUIVc7diOiSKUOMSWtiSQC5FNnG5BMsprJL2RT3w68H9Za1xUyRURifoFJ2jAF2hBrpDTdRCFI3QC3pFb96z9+59eJ/z1pJXzByjBXhfvzDhmAo=</latexit>

p p

N
N ⌫↵

<latexit sha1_base64="Qmwg4pNiuOeoGCvVkU7pScirt1c=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfWATymR60w6dTIaZiRBCt36BW/0Cd+LW//AD/A+nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89oeRMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZNUUWjRhCeqGxINnAloGWY4dKUCEoccOuH4dup3nkBplogHk0kIYjIULGKUGCs9+iLt+4TLEelXa27dnQGvEq8gNVSg2a/++IOEpjEIQznRuue50gQ5UYZRDpOKn2qQhI7JEHqWChKDDvLZxRN8ZpUBjhJlSxg8U/9O5CTWOotD2xkTM9LL3lT8z+ulJroOciZkakDQ+aIo5dgkePo+HjAF1PDMEkIVs7diOiKKUGNDWtgSQSZiObG5eMsprJL2Rd1z6979Za1xUyRURifoFJ0jD12hBrpDTdRCFAn0gl7Rm/PsvDsfzue8teQUM8doAc7XL3nbmUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qmwg4pNiuOeoGCvVkU7pScirt1c=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfWATymR60w6dTIaZiRBCt36BW/0Cd+LW//AD/A+nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89oeRMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZNUUWjRhCeqGxINnAloGWY4dKUCEoccOuH4dup3nkBplogHk0kIYjIULGKUGCs9+iLt+4TLEelXa27dnQGvEq8gNVSg2a/++IOEpjEIQznRuue50gQ5UYZRDpOKn2qQhI7JEHqWChKDDvLZxRN8ZpUBjhJlSxg8U/9O5CTWOotD2xkTM9LL3lT8z+ulJroOciZkakDQ+aIo5dgkePo+HjAF1PDMEkIVs7diOiKKUGNDWtgSQSZiObG5eMsprJL2Rd1z6979Za1xUyRURifoFJ0jD12hBrpDTdRCFAn0gl7Rm/PsvDsfzue8teQUM8doAc7XL3nbmUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qmwg4pNiuOeoGCvVkU7pScirt1c=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfWATymR60w6dTIaZiRBCt36BW/0Cd+LW//AD/A+nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89oeRMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZNUUWjRhCeqGxINnAloGWY4dKUCEoccOuH4dup3nkBplogHk0kIYjIULGKUGCs9+iLt+4TLEelXa27dnQGvEq8gNVSg2a/++IOEpjEIQznRuue50gQ5UYZRDpOKn2qQhI7JEHqWChKDDvLZxRN8ZpUBjhJlSxg8U/9O5CTWOotD2xkTM9LL3lT8z+ulJroOciZkakDQ+aIo5dgkePo+HjAF1PDMEkIVs7diOiKKUGNDWtgSQSZiObG5eMsprJL2Rd1z6979Za1xUyRURifoFJ0jD12hBrpDTdRCFAn0gl7Rm/PsvDsfzue8teQUM8doAc7XL3nbmUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qmwg4pNiuOeoGCvVkU7pScirt1c=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRIRdFl047KCfWATymR60w6dTIaZiRBCt36BW/0Cd+LW//AD/A+nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89oeRMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZNUUWjRhCeqGxINnAloGWY4dKUCEoccOuH4dup3nkBplogHk0kIYjIULGKUGCs9+iLt+4TLEelXa27dnQGvEq8gNVSg2a/++IOEpjEIQznRuue50gQ5UYZRDpOKn2qQhI7JEHqWChKDDvLZxRN8ZpUBjhJlSxg8U/9O5CTWOotD2xkTM9LL3lT8z+ulJroOciZkakDQ+aIo5dgkePo+HjAF1PDMEkIVs7diOiKKUGNDWtgSQSZiObG5eMsprJL2Rd1z6979Za1xUyRURifoFJ0jD12hBrpDTdRCFAn0gl7Rm/PsvDsfzue8teQUM8doAc7XL3nbmUw=</latexit>

e�
<latexit sha1_base64="k6CrvfvG0IfDxsekHgqyPPia0kw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGNA9I1jA76U2GzMwuM7PCsgS/wKt+gTfx6rf4Af6Hk2QPJrGgoajqprsriDnTxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ihRFBo04pFqB0QDZxIahhkO7VgBEQGHVjC6mfitJ1CaRfLBpDH4ggwkCxklxkr38HjWK1fcqjsFXiZeTiooR71X/un2I5oIkIZyonXHc2PjZ0QZRjmMS91EQ0zoiAygY6kkArSfTU8d4xOr9HEYKVvS4Kn6dyIjQutUBLZTEDPUi95E/M/rJCa88jMm48SApLNFYcKxifDkb9xnCqjhqSWEKmZvxXRIFKHGpjO3JYRUinhsc/EWU1gmzfOq51a9u4tK7TpPqIiO0DE6RR66RDV0i+qogSgaoBf0it6cZ+fd+XA+Z60FJ585RHNwvn4Bhz2V9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k6CrvfvG0IfDxsekHgqyPPia0kw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGNA9I1jA76U2GzMwuM7PCsgS/wKt+gTfx6rf4Af6Hk2QPJrGgoajqprsriDnTxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ihRFBo04pFqB0QDZxIahhkO7VgBEQGHVjC6mfitJ1CaRfLBpDH4ggwkCxklxkr38HjWK1fcqjsFXiZeTiooR71X/un2I5oIkIZyonXHc2PjZ0QZRjmMS91EQ0zoiAygY6kkArSfTU8d4xOr9HEYKVvS4Kn6dyIjQutUBLZTEDPUi95E/M/rJCa88jMm48SApLNFYcKxifDkb9xnCqjhqSWEKmZvxXRIFKHGpjO3JYRUinhsc/EWU1gmzfOq51a9u4tK7TpPqIiO0DE6RR66RDV0i+qogSgaoBf0it6cZ+fd+XA+Z60FJ585RHNwvn4Bhz2V9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k6CrvfvG0IfDxsekHgqyPPia0kw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGNA9I1jA76U2GzMwuM7PCsgS/wKt+gTfx6rf4Af6Hk2QPJrGgoajqprsriDnTxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ihRFBo04pFqB0QDZxIahhkO7VgBEQGHVjC6mfitJ1CaRfLBpDH4ggwkCxklxkr38HjWK1fcqjsFXiZeTiooR71X/un2I5oIkIZyonXHc2PjZ0QZRjmMS91EQ0zoiAygY6kkArSfTU8d4xOr9HEYKVvS4Kn6dyIjQutUBLZTEDPUi95E/M/rJCa88jMm48SApLNFYcKxifDkb9xnCqjhqSWEKmZvxXRIFKHGpjO3JYRUinhsc/EWU1gmzfOq51a9u4tK7TpPqIiO0DE6RR66RDV0i+qogSgaoBf0it6cZ+fd+XA+Z60FJ585RHNwvn4Bhz2V9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k6CrvfvG0IfDxsekHgqyPPia0kw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGNA9I1jA76U2GzMwuM7PCsgS/wKt+gTfx6rf4Af6Hk2QPJrGgoajqprsriDnTxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6ihRFBo04pFqB0QDZxIahhkO7VgBEQGHVjC6mfitJ1CaRfLBpDH4ggwkCxklxkr38HjWK1fcqjsFXiZeTiooR71X/un2I5oIkIZyonXHc2PjZ0QZRjmMS91EQ0zoiAygY6kkArSfTU8d4xOr9HEYKVvS4Kn6dyIjQutUBLZTEDPUi95E/M/rJCa88jMm48SApLNFYcKxifDkb9xnCqjhqSWEKmZvxXRIFKHGpjO3JYRUinhsc/EWU1gmzfOq51a9u4tK7TpPqIiO0DE6RR66RDV0i+qogSgaoBf0it6cZ+fd+XA+Z60FJ585RHNwvn4Bhz2V9g==</latexit>

e+
<latexit sha1_base64="T5yqrgptQ4XfWuYY/01Nu1kIy6M=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXiMaB6QrGF20psMmZldZmaFZQl+gVf9Am/i1W/xA/wPJ8keTGJBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1FGiKDRoxCPVDogGziQ0DDMc2rECIgIOrWB0M/FbT6A0i+SDSWPwBRlIFjJKjJXu4fGsV664VXcKvEy8nFRQjnqv/NPtRzQRIA3lROuO58bGz4gyjHIYl7qJhpjQERlAx1JJBGg/m546xidW6eMwUrakwVP170RGhNapCGynIGaoF72J+J/XSUx45WdMxokBSWeLwoRjE+HJ37jPFFDDU0sIVczeiumQKEKNTWduSwipFPHY5uItprBMmudVz616dxeV2nWeUBEdoWN0ijx0iWroFtVRA1E0QC/oFb05z8678+F8zloLTj5ziObgfP0ChA+V9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T5yqrgptQ4XfWuYY/01Nu1kIy6M=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXiMaB6QrGF20psMmZldZmaFZQl+gVf9Am/i1W/xA/wPJ8keTGJBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1FGiKDRoxCPVDogGziQ0DDMc2rECIgIOrWB0M/FbT6A0i+SDSWPwBRlIFjJKjJXu4fGsV664VXcKvEy8nFRQjnqv/NPtRzQRIA3lROuO58bGz4gyjHIYl7qJhpjQERlAx1JJBGg/m546xidW6eMwUrakwVP170RGhNapCGynIGaoF72J+J/XSUx45WdMxokBSWeLwoRjE+HJ37jPFFDDU0sIVczeiumQKEKNTWduSwipFPHY5uItprBMmudVz616dxeV2nWeUBEdoWN0ijx0iWroFtVRA1E0QC/oFb05z8678+F8zloLTj5ziObgfP0ChA+V9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T5yqrgptQ4XfWuYY/01Nu1kIy6M=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXiMaB6QrGF20psMmZldZmaFZQl+gVf9Am/i1W/xA/wPJ8keTGJBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1FGiKDRoxCPVDogGziQ0DDMc2rECIgIOrWB0M/FbT6A0i+SDSWPwBRlIFjJKjJXu4fGsV664VXcKvEy8nFRQjnqv/NPtRzQRIA3lROuO58bGz4gyjHIYl7qJhpjQERlAx1JJBGg/m546xidW6eMwUrakwVP170RGhNapCGynIGaoF72J+J/XSUx45WdMxokBSWeLwoRjE+HJ37jPFFDDU0sIVczeiumQKEKNTWduSwipFPHY5uItprBMmudVz616dxeV2nWeUBEdoWN0ijx0iWroFtVRA1E0QC/oFb05z8678+F8zloLTj5ziObgfP0ChA+V9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T5yqrgptQ4XfWuYY/01Nu1kIy6M=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXiMaB6QrGF20psMmZldZmaFZQl+gVf9Am/i1W/xA/wPJ8keTGJBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1FGiKDRoxCPVDogGziQ0DDMc2rECIgIOrWB0M/FbT6A0i+SDSWPwBRlIFjJKjJXu4fGsV664VXcKvEy8nFRQjnqv/NPtRzQRIA3lROuO58bGz4gyjHIYl7qJhpjQERlAx1JJBGg/m546xidW6eMwUrakwVP170RGhNapCGynIGaoF72J+J/XSUx45WdMxokBSWeLwoRjE+HJ37jPFFDDU0sIVczeiumQKEKNTWduSwipFPHY5uItprBMmudVz616dxeV2nWeUBEdoWN0ijx0iWroFtVRA1E0QC/oFb05z8678+F8zloLTj5ziObgfP0ChA+V9A==</latexit>P. Ballett, S. Pascoli, 

M. Ross-Lonergan, 
PRD 99 (2019)
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